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ABC Danny (Hardcover) 9781933624761
The ABC Danny book helps students remember their letters and the 

corresponding sounds.

ABC Danny (Softcover) 9781933624341 9781625441096
The ABC Danny book helps students remember their letters and the 

corresponding sounds.

Adventures of Super Danny and Bat-Bee, The 9781625441188 9781625441508
It's Super Danny and Bat-Bee to the rescue as Danny and Bee have fun 

helping their friends.

Alive or Not Alive, Danny? 9781625441775 9781625442086
Danny goes through his house and around his yard to determine 

which things are alive and which things are not.

All About Danny 9780972029537 9781625440136
Danny has favorite toys, places, things, and friends. Danny tells us 

about all of the things that make him Danny.

All About Danny Lap Book 9781625441676
Danny has favorite toys, places, things, and friends. Danny tells us 

about all of the things that make him Danny.

All My Friends 9781625442765 9781625442772
Danny has many different friends who play and think in many different 

ways. Read about Danny and all of his friends.

Aquarium, The 9781625442741 9781625442758
What animals can you see at the aquarium? Read to find the shark, 

manatee, stingray, sea stars, and the whale. 

At Grandma Ruth’s House 9781933624327 9781625440662
At Grandma Ruth's house, Danny gets to eat, see, and play with many 

different things. Danny loves going to visit Grandma Ruth!

Autumn in the Woods 9781625441751 9781625442260
Danny and Bee explore the woods during autumn, as the plants and 

animals prepare for winter.

Baby Elephant Goes for a Swim 9781933624464 9781625440853
Baby Elephant goes for a swim in the river. Playing in the water is fun 

for Baby Elephant.

Baby Elephant Goes for a Swim Lap Book 9781933624532
Baby Elephant goes for a swim in the river. Playing in the water is fun 

for Baby Elephant. 

Baby Elephant is Thirsty 9781933624471 9781625440884
The river bed has dried up and Baby Elephant is hot and thirsty. Where 

will he find a drink?

Baby Elephant is Thirsty Lap Book 9781933624549
The river bed has dried up and Baby Elephant is hot and thirsty. Where 

will he find a drink? 

Baby Elephant Runs Away 9781933624440 9781625440846
Baby Elephant wanders off while chasing a butterfly. How will Mother 

Elephant find him?

Baby Elephant Runs Away Lap Book 9781933624518
Baby Elephant wanders off while chasing a butterfly. How will Mother 

Elephant find him?

Baby Elephant’s Trunk 9781933624433 9781625440860
Baby Elephant may be small, but he can do many things with his 

trunk.

Baby Elephant’s Trunk Lap Book 9781933624501
Baby Elephant may be small, but he can do many things with his 

trunk.

Bath for Lucky, A 9781933624167 9781625441089
Lucky the Pony lives on a farm and loves to run and play in the yard. 

Although Lucky needs a bath, he doesn't like bath time!

Bats in Danny’s House 9781933624952 9781625440549
Uh oh! There's a bat in Danny's house and he doesn't know what to 

do. Luckily, Bee comes to the rescue.

Beluga Whales at the Aquarium 9781625442802 9781625442819
Beluga whales are large, white, and can make a lot of noise. It is fun to 

watch the beluga whales at the aquarium. 

Berries for Baby Elephant 9781933624457 9781625440877
Baby Elephant lives near the river with his family. Baby Elephant learns 

to pick berries with his mother.

Berries for Baby Elephant Lap Book 9781933624525
Baby Elephant lives near the river with his family. Baby Elephant learns 

to pick berries with his mother.

Birds Around the Pond 9781625441157 9781625441485
Discover some of the fascinating types of birds that make their homes 

around the pond.

Birthday for Danny’s Bee, A 9781933624679 9781625440440
Danny has a special birthday celebration for Bee. What does Danny do 

to make Bee's birthday extra special?

Botanist Danny 9781625441102 9781625440747
Danny likes to find, study, and compare plants. Danny learns what it's 

like to be a botanist - a scientist that studies plants.

Brown Bears at the Zoo 9781625441638 9781625442277
Brown bears are some of the biggest bears at the zoo. Read about how 

big they get, what they like to eat, and how they move.

Calves at the Zoo 9781625442635 9781625442666
Calves refer to the young of some large mammals. Learn which baby 

animals at the zoo are called calves.

Camping Out 9781933624556 9781625440624
Danny and Dad have fun camping at Beartown Lakes Reservation, 

until they hear a scary noise. What happens next?

Canada Geese Around the Pond 9781625441164 9781625441492 Honk! Honk! Find out how Canada Geese rely on the pond to survive.

Cat Wants to Play, The 9781933624747 9781625440914
The cat is searching for somebody to play with on the farm. Will the cat 

find a friend?

Cats Like to Hide 9781933624853 9781625440952
On a farm, cats have many different hiding places. Can you find all of 

the cats hiding on the farm?
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Cheetahs at the Zoo 9781625442031 9781625442413
Cheetahs are so fast. The cheetah is the fastest animal at the zoo. Read 

more about cheetahs at the zoo.

Chicken Guard Dog 9781625441973 9781625442093
The fox tries to outsmart the chickens once again. But, this time the 

chickens get help from a friend.

Chicken School 9781625442901 9781625442918
It's a school day in the chicken coop. The little chicks learn that a fox is 

clever, but not as clever as little chicks.

Chickens 9781933624860 9781625440969
Chickens like to do many things around the farm. They like to strut, lay 

eggs, and cluck.

Chickens and the Fox, The 9781933624754 9781625440921
Fox is up to his old tricks again trying to get into the chicken yard. 

What do the chickens tell the fox?

Circus Fish 9781933624297 9781625441041
Hurry, hurry, step right up! Danny wants everyone to see Fish perform 

at the Three Bowl Circus.

Cookies for Danny 9781933624334 9781625440709
Danny is having a bad day. Grandma Ruth knows just what to do to 

cheer him up.

Counting Frogs Around the Pond 9781625441133 9781625441461
Many frogs live around the pond. How many frogs can you count in 

this book?

Cows 9781933624990 9781625441003
Cows like to stare, chew, and moo. Cows like to do many things 

around the farm.

Cubs at the Zoo 9781625442628 9781625442697
A cub is a baby animal. Read about which baby animals at the zoo are 

called cubs.

Dandelion Danny 9781933624808 9781625440518
It is spring and Danny finds dandelions all over the yard. What does he 

do with all of the dandelions?

Danny and Abby Are Friends 9780971351813 9781625440020
Danny and his friend, Abby, like to have fun together. They like to eat, 

play, run, and explore the neighborhood with each other.

Danny and Abby Play Hospital 9781933624105 9781625440334
Danny and Abby pretend to work in a hospital. They take turns being 

the doctor and the nurse to take care of their patient, Bee.

Danny and Abby Play Tag 9780974647531 9781625440211
Danny and Abby follow the mowed path in the yard to play a game of 

chase in the grass. Who do they invite to play?

Danny and Bee Play Together 9781933624662 9781625440464
Danny and Bee are very good friends. Even though Danny is bigger, he 

takes special care when playing with his friend, Bee.

Danny and Bee Play Together Lap Book 9781625441867
Danny and Bee are very good friends. Even though Danny is bigger, he 

takes special care when playing with his friend, Bee.

Danny and Bee’s Book of Opposites 9781933624020 9781625440259
Danny and Bee learn the differences between big and little, up and 

down, in and out, and open and close.

Danny and Bee’s Safety Rules 9780972029513 9781625440099
Danny and Bee love to have fun in the summer. Danny and Bee follow 

the rules so they can stay safe!

Danny and Bee’s Safety Rules Lap Book 9781625441881
Danny and Bee love to have fun in the summer. Danny and Bee follow 

the rules so they can stay safe!

Danny and Dad Go on a Picnic 9781625441591 9781625442109
Danny and Dad go on a picnic, but Dad's lunch mysteriously 

disappears. What happens to Dad's lunch?

Danny and Dad Go Shopping 9780972029544 9781625440174
Danny and Dad go to the pet store. Danny sees many things he would 

like to buy. What does Dad let him put into the cart?

Danny and Dad Read 9781933624372 9781625440389
Danny and Dad love going to the library. They like to read books in 

many different places throughout the year. 

Danny and Heather Share 9780972029582 9781625442116
Danny has a special friend named Heather. Danny and Heather like to 

share toys, snacks, and secrets when they play together.

Danny and Norman at the Car Show 9781625442475 9781625442536
Danny, Norman, and Dad go to a car show and see cars of many 

different colors.

Danny & Norman's Favorite Knock Knock Jokes 9781625442468 9781625442598
Danny, Norman and friends take turns telling some of their favorite 

knock-knock jokes.

Danny and Norman’s Snowman 9781625441607 9781625442123
It's winter and there's a lot of snow. Danny and Norman decide to 

build a snowman. What happens to the snowman's nose?

Danny and The Big Race 9781625441584 9781625442130
Danny and his dog friends have a race in the yard to determine who is 

the fastest runner. Ready, set, go! Who will win?

Danny and the Bully 9780971351875 9781625440112
Danny encounters another dog who isn't very nice to him. What does 

Danny do?

Danny and the Corn Maze 9781933624365 9781625440372
It is autumn and Danny is visiting a farm. Danny decides to explore the 

farm's corn maze. Will Danny get lost in the maze?

Danny and the Four Seasons 9780971351851 9781625440013
Danny loves all the seasons. Danny describes the things he likes to do 

during each season of the year.

Danny and the Little Bunny 9781933624686 9781625440457
Danny tries to convince a shy little bunny to play with him. Why won't 

the bunny come out and play?

Danny and the Little Worm 9780974647562 9781625440235
Danny find a little worm and worries for its safety. Dad helps Danny 

find the worm a safe home.
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Danny and the Monarch Butterfly 9781933624136 9781625440754
Danny watches with amazement as a caterpillar transforms into a 

beautiful butterfly.

Danny and the Monarch Butterfly* 9781625441836 9781625440754
Danny watches with amazement as a caterpillar transforms into a 

beautiful butterfly.

Danny and the Runaway Train 9781933624693 9781625440471
Danny and Bee are playing outside with a toy train set. Danny saves 

the day when Bee's toy train goes off the track.

Danny at the Car Wash 9781933624112 9781625440358
When Dad takes Danny and Bee to the car wash, the car is not the only 

thing that gets washed.

Danny, Bee and the Skunk 9781933624822 9781625440525
Danny and Bee see a black and white cat. Uh oh! That's not a cat! 

Danny and Bee learn the hard way to stay away from skunks!

Danny Can Sort 9780972029568 9781625440167
Danny has a lot of treats. Before he eats them, Danny likes to sort his 

treats into piles of different colors. 

Danny Follows the Signs 9781625441805 9781625442147
Danny and Norman find a map to the new park. To get to the park, 

they will need to read and follow the signs.

Danny Gets Fit 9780971351837 9781625440044
Danny wants to be healthy. Dad tells Danny how he can get in shape 

and stay fit!

Danny Goes For a Walk 9781933624129 9781625440327
Dad takes Danny for a walk around the neighborhood. What happens 

when the clouds come and cover up the sun?

Danny is a Big Dog 9781933624921 9781625440556
Danny has a new friend named Penny. Danny is a big dog, while Penny 

is a little dog. A little dog with a big personality!

Danny Likes Apples 9781625441782 9781625442154
Danny likes to eat apples. Danny learns about different kinds of apples 

and tries to pick a favorite.

Danny Likes Red 9780972029520 9781625440150
Danny loves all of the colors, but has a special love for the color red. 

Read to see all of the things Danny has that are red.

Danny Likes Red Lap Book 9781625441720
Danny loves all of the colors, but has a special love for the color red. 

See all of the things Danny has that are red.

Danny Likes to Help 9780974647593 9781625440266 Danny is very good about helping Dad around the house.

Danny Likes to Help Lap Book 9781625441713 Danny is very good about helping Dad around the house.

Danny Looks for a Honeybee Yard 9781625441577 9781625442161
Danny and Bee look for a honeybee yard with wooden honeybee 

homes. Danny wonders if Bee will find new friends.

Danny Looks for Abby 9780971351868 9781625440082
Abby is a very important friend to Danny. Danny wants to play with 

Abby, but can't find her anywhere!

Danny Makes a Mask 9781933624792 9781625440495
Danny decides to make a mask. He wants to make one that reminds 

him of his best friend.

Danny Meets Norman 9781625441300 9781625441522
A new puppy comes to play with Danny at his house. Danny likes 

Norman so much that he decides Norman can stay.

Danny, Norman and the Turtle 9781625441348 9781625441553
Danny and Norman find a big turtle in the yard. Norman is scared of 

the turtle. What does Danny say to help Norman calm down?

Danny Paints a Picture 9780974647555 9781625440228
Danny is feeling artistic and gathers his paint supplies in order to paint 

a picture. Danny paints a funny portrait of Dad.

Danny the Dinosaur 9781933624785 9781625440488
Danny loves dinosaurs! He has a variety of different dinosaur items at 

his home. Read about Danny and his dinosaurs.

Danny’s Bean Plant 9781625441829 9781625442178
Danny likes beans. Through observation, Danny learns what it takes to 

successfully germinate seeds and grow a bean plant.

Danny’s Bee (the beginning)   9781933624082 9781625440303
It's Danny's birthday and Dad goes to the toy store to find the perfect 

gift. Dad wants to get Danny something special.

Danny's Bee Goes to the Hospital 9781625442529 9781625442581
After Bee gets torn in an accident, Danny and Norman send Bee to the 

toy hospital.

Danny’s Big Adventure 9780974647500 9781625440600
Dad is going on a trip, but he cannot take Danny. Danny and Abby 

have their own exciting adventure instead.

Danny’s Birthday Wishes 9781933624389 9781625440396
Danny makes some very silly birthday wishes and hopes they come 

true as he blows out the candles on his birthday cake.

Danny’s Birthday Wishes Lap Book 9781625441706
Danny makes some very silly birthday wishes and hopes they come 

true as he blows out the candles on his birthday cake.

Danny’s Castle 9781933624006 9781625440273
Danny and Abby like to play dress-up. Bee stops by and they all three 

pretend to live in a castle.

Danny's Dinner 9780971351820 9781625440051
Danny is hungry and there is no dog food. While Dad goes to buy food, 

Danny watches the clock!

Danny’s Favorite Shapes 9780974647548 9781625440204 Danny observes the colors and shapes of some of his favorite things.

Danny’s Five Little Pumpkins 9781933624655 9781625440426
Danny sees five pumpkins sitting on the fence. One by one, the 

pumpkins disappear. Where did the pumpkins go?
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Danny’s Five Senses 9780972029506 9781625440068
Dad's birthday cake is on the table. Danny loves cake. See how Danny 

uses all five senses when celebrating Dad's birthday?

Danny’s Game of Sink or Float 9781933624815 9781625440501
Danny and Bee play in a bathtub and learn which toys sink and which 

toys float.

Danny’s Garden 9781933624839 9781625440532
Even though Danny has been working all summer in his garden, he 

wonders why Bee hasn't helped him at all.

Danny’s Garden Lap Book 9781625441850
Even though Danny has been working all summer in his garden, he 

wonders why Bee hasn't helped him at all.

Danny’s Groundhog Day 9780971351899 9781625440105
Danny is tired of winter and is ready for spring. Danny looks for a 

groundhog to see if there will be six more weeks of winter.

Danny’s Hair is Everywhere 9781933624358 9781625440365
Danny is the type of dog whose fur sheds all year long. See all of the 

places where Danny's hair gets stuck. Yuck!

Danny’s Hats 9781933624648 9781625440433
Danny likes to try on different hats. With each hat, Danny pretends he 

has a different job.

Danny’s New Toy 9780971351882 9781625440075
Danny gets a new toy for his birthday. This toy becomes something 

very special to Danny.

Danny’s New Toy Lap Book 9781625441904
Danny gets a new toy for his birthday. This toy becomes something 

very special to Danny.

Danny’s Party 9780974647517 9781625440181
Danny is having a birthday party and sends invitations to all of his 

friends. Who does he invite to his party?

Danny’s Picture Day 9781933624969 9781625440587
It is picture day at Danny's school and Danny doesn't feel like smiling. 

What does the photographer do to get Danny to smile?

Danny’s Really Big Show 9781625441812 9781625442185
Danny wants to put on a variety show. As a magician, Danny headlines 

the Really Big Show. But, Bee has talent too.

Danny's Resource Guide 9781933624273 9781625441171
Contains printable guided reading resources and activities to help 

teachers with reading instruction.

Danny’s Rocket 9781933624402 9781625440419
Danny tries to build a rocket that will take him to the moon. He is too 

big for his rocket, but Bee is just the right size.

Danny’s Rocket Lap Book 9781625441874
Danny tries to build a rocket that will take him to the moon. He is too 

big for his rocket, but Bee is just the right size.

Danny’s Shadow 9781933624945 9781625440563
Danny's shadow goes with him everywhere he goes, except when the 

sun goes behind the clouds.

Danny’s Special Tree 9781933624259 9781625440761
Danny loves his favorite tree even more when he learns about the 

important things trees do.

Danny’s Special Tree* 9781625441843 9781625440761
Danny loves his favorite tree even more when he learns about the 

important things trees do.

Danny's Tadpoles 9781625442499 9781625442550
It is spring and Danny finds frog eggs in a nearby pond. Danny watches 

the eggs change into tadpoles and then into frogs.

Danny’s Timeline 9780974647524 9781625440198
Danny looks back at his life so far. See how much Danny has grown 

from birth to seven years.

Danny’s Timeline Lap Book 9781625441690
Danny looks back at his life so far. See how much Danny has grown 

from birth to seven years.

Danny’s Toy Basket 9781933624914 9781625440570
Danny has a basket for his toys. Sometimes he needs to clean up and 

put his toys away. Do all of his toys go into the basket?

Danny’s Window 9780974647586 9781625440242
Danny has a favorite window at home. What does he see out of his 

window?

Donkeys 9781625443120 9781625443137
Donkeys like to eat hay, have long ears, and like to be with other 

donkeys. Read about donkeys on the farm.

Drone, The 9781625441966 9781625442192
The sneaky fox is still trying to get into the chicken yard. He finds a 

drone and makes a plan to outsmart the chickens.

Duck, Duck, Goose 9781625443144 9781625443151
Here is a duck on the farm. Here is a goose on the farm. Duck, duck, 

goose!

Elephants at the Zoo 9781625441645 9781625442284
Elephants are one of the largest land mammals. Learn more about 

elephants at the zoo.

Entomologist Danny 9781625441119 9781625440730
Danny likes to find and study insects. He learns what it's like to be an 

entomologist - a scientist that studies insects.

Farm, The 9781625441256 9781625441423
A farm is a place where a farmer grows crops and raises animals. Look 

at all of the animals you can meet on a farm.

Favorite Nursery Rhymes from Danny 9781625441287 9781625441454
Danny and Bee dress up to reenact scenes from eight well-loved 

nursery rhymes.

Fish Story, A 9781933624051 9781625441010
Meet fish. He lives in a fish bowl and eats fish food. Danny peeks in on 

Fish and Fish peeks back at Danny.

Five Danny Dogs 9781933624013 9781625440280
Five dogs are together on a quilt until they leave one by one. Where do 

they go? 
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Flamingos at the Zoo 9781625441911 9781625442291
Flamingos are pink birds who like to stand on one leg. Read more 

about flamingos at the zoo.

Fort, The 9781933624716 9781625440648
Danny builds a fort for his friend Bee, but Bee goes missing. Will Danny 

find his friend?

Geologist Danny 9781625441126 9781625440723
Danny likes to find, collect, and compare rocks. Danny learns what it 

means to be a geologist - a scientist who studies rocks.

Get Down Danny 9780972029551 9781625440143
Although Danny is very gentle, he is not allowed on the furniture. What 

happens when he tries to take a nap on the couch?

Giddyup Lucky 9781933624174 9781625441072
Lucky the Pony lives on a farm. A little girl comes to visit Lucky and he 

takes her on a pony ride.

Giraffes at the Zoo 9781625441652 9781625442307
The giraffe is the tallest mammal at the zoo. Find out more about the 

giraffe.

Goat, A 9781933624877 9781625440976 Goats are the greatest of all time! Learn about goats on the farm.

Grandma Ruth Feeds Her Friends 9781933624631 9781625440693
Grandma Ruth is a good cook and loves to feed her friends. All of 

Grandma Ruth's friends come running when it is time to eat.

Grandma Ruth’s Garden 9781933624303 9781625440686
Grandma Ruth and Danny like to work in the garden together. What 

does Grandma Ruth teach Danny about gardening?

Grandma Ruth’s Glasses 9781933624310 9781625440679
Grandma Ruth has misplaced her glasses and looks all around the 

house to find them. Perhaps Danny can help her.

Halloween Danny 9780971351844 9781625440037
Danny tries on different costumes in order to decide what he's going 

to be for Halloween.

Hold Still, Danny! 9781625441799 9781625442208
As Danny reluctantly waits to get his hair trimmed, he watches Little 

Dog get a haircut.

Horse Colors 9781933624983 9781625440990 Horses come in many different colors. Read about horses at the farm.

I Am Danny 9780972029575 9781625440129 Danny tries on different masks to figure out who he wants to be.

I Like Flowers 9781933624730 9781625440891
On the farm, the baby goat is hungry. The baby goat sees flowers of all 

colors and decides to taste them all.

Jellies at the Aquarium 9781625442987 9781625442994
Jellies are not fish.They do not have bones, a brain, or a heart! They 

are mostly made of water. Come and see the jellies at the aquarium.

Lions at the Zoo 9781625442048 9781625442420
Lions have a very loud roar and can be heard from many miles away. 

Learn about lions at the zoo.

Little Pig 9781933624723 9781625440907
Little Pig does many different things on the farm. Little Pig can eat, 

walk, run, jump, and roll in the mud.

Little Pig Gets Stuck 9781933624778 9781625440938
Little Pig lives down on the farm. Little Pig has an adventure when he 

chases the mouse all around the farm.

Little Raccoon in My Yard, The 9781625441997 9781625442314
Danny sees a little raccoon in his yard. Danny is curious and follows 

the raccoon to see where it goes.

Locked In 9781933624068 9781625440617
Danny decides to visit the school on a weekend and gets locked inside. 

How does he get out?

Lola and the Frog 9781625443083 9781625443090
An orange cat named Lola tries to convince a little frog to play with 

her.

Lola is Feeling Hungry 9781625443045 9781625443052
An orange cat named Lola experiences different emotions while 

waiitng for her dinner.

Lola Looks Up 9781625443021 9781625443038
An orange cat named Lola enjoys looking up at the sky. What does she 

see?

Lola's Lost Collar 9781625443069 9781625443076 An orange cat named Lola searches for her collar with the bell.

Look at Danny 9780971351806 9781625440006
Danny likes to run and play and be with his friends. Find out what else 

Danny likes to do.

Looking for a Pony 9781933624280 9781625441058
Danny is at the farm. Danny goes outside to look for a pony. He is 

surprised by the different things the pony can do.

Lost Dog, The 9781625442017 9781625442215
Dad finds a homemade sign for a lost dog in the neighborhood. Danny 

and Norman decide to help find the lost dog.

Loud and Quiet at the Zoo 9781625442659 9781625442680
Some animals at the zoo make loud noises and some animals are 

quiet.

Lucky Pony, A 9781933624044 9781625441065
Lucky the Pony lives on a farm. Meet Lucky and find out why he is so 

very lucky.

Lunch for Baby Elephant 9781933624426 9781625440839 Mother Elephant teaches Baby Elephant how to find his own lunch.

Lunch for Baby Elephant Lap Book 9781933624495 Mother Elephant teaches Baby Elephant how to find his own lunch.
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Manatee at the Aquarium, The 9781625442925 9781625442932
The manatee is big, slow, gray, and likes to eat lettuce. I like the 

manatee at the aquarium.

Moray Eel at the Aquarium, The 9781625442963 9781625442970
Come and see the moray eel at the aquarium. It looks like a long 

snake, but it is really a fish.

More Fish for Fish 9781625442024 9781625442222
Fish continues to grow and needs a bigger home. This time he moves 

to a pond with other fish.

Moving 9781933624907 9781625440655
Danny makes a memory jar for Abby before he moves away from the 

red house in the middle of the block.

My Cat, Lola 9781625443007 9781625443014 Meet an orange cat named Lola and learn how she spends her days.

My Name is Norman 9781625441294 9781625441515
Norman is the new puppy at Danny's house. Norman describes what 

he looks like.

My Yard 9781625441980 9781625442321
Danny enjoys spending time outside with nature. What kinds of 

animals come into his yard?

New Home for Fish, A 9781933624143 9781625441027
Fish is getting big and needs a new home. Dad helps Danny find a new 

home for Fish.

Norman Hides from Danny 9781625441331 9781625441546
Norman loves playing hide-n-seek with Danny. Where did Norman 

hide? Will Danny find him?

Norman is a Superhero 9781625441614 9781625442239
Danny, Norman and Bee are invited to a superhero party. Which 

superhero will Norman be for the party?

Norman Wants to Play with Danny 9781625441317 9781625441560
Norman tries to convince Danny to play with him. What does he have 

to do to get Danny's attention?

Norman's Candy Hearts 9781625442482 9781625442543 Norman picks out special candy hearts for each of his friends.

Norman’s First Halloween 9781625441324 9781625441539
Norman is excited about his first Halloween, but has trouble deciding 

what his costume should be.

Norman’s Loose Tooth 9781625441621 9781625442246
Norman has a wiggly tooth. Danny and Norman are sitting on the deck 

when something happens to Norman's loose tooth.

Octopus at the Aquarium, The 9781625442826 9781625442833
The octopus is a very smart animal with eight arms. The octopus at the 

aquarium is amazing.

Oh No, Norman! 9781625442512 9781625442574
Norman gets a chance to play with Bee, but Bee gets torn while they 

play together. What will Danny think?

Ornithologist Danny 9781625442079 9781625442451
Danny loves to look at the birds in his yard. Danny is an ornithologist - 

a scientist that studies birds.

Peanut for the Little Chipmunk, A 9781933624624 9781625440716
Grandma Ruth likes to feed the little chipmunk in her yard. Now Danny 

wants to help.

Penguins at the Zoo 9781625441928 9781625442338
In the wild, penguins are only found in the southern hemisphere. Read 

more about penguins at the zoo.

Pigs 9781933624884 9781625440983 Pigs like food, mud and other pigs. Pigs like to live on a farm.

Pirate Fish 9781933624150 9781625441034
There's something new in Fish's bowl. It is a treasure chest filled with 

gold that has Fish acting like a pirate!

Pizza Delivery 9781625442604 9781625442703
The fox thinks he's finally found a way to get into the hen house, but 

these are very clever chickens!

Polar Bears at the Zoo 9781625441935 9781625442345
Polar bears are big bears with white fur. Unlike other bears, polar 

bears do not truly hibernate. Read about polar bears at the zoo.

Pond, The 9781625441249 9781625441416
A pond is a small body of still, fresh water that is a habitat for a variety 

of plants and animals.

Porter The Therapy Dog 9781625442789 9781625442796
Porter has a job. He is a Therapy Dog. He likes to go to schools and 

listen to children read.

Puppy Danny 9781933624075 9781625440341
Danny can't sleep. So, Dad tells him a bedtime story about when 

Danny was little.

Puppy Danny Lap Book 9781625441683
Danny can't sleep. So, Dad tells him a bedtime story about when 

Danny was little.

Red Pandas at the Zoo 9781625442062 9781625442444
Red pandas waddle when they walk and love to sleep. Read more 

about red pandas at the zoo.

Rhinoceroses at the Zoo 9781625441942 9781625442369
Rhinoceroses have giant horns on their heads. Rhino means nose in 

Greek. Read more about rhinoceroses at the zoo.

Robins in My Yard, The 9781625442000 9781625442352
A robin in Danny's yard makes a nest, lays eggs and starts a family. 

Read to learn more about robins.

Sea Turtles at the Aquarium 9781625442949 9781625442956
A sea turtle is a reptile that lives in the ocean. Sea turtles are good 

swimmers and can hold their breath under the water for a long time.

Seahorses at the Aquarium 9781625442840 9781625442857
A seahorse is a fish that has a head that looks like the head of a horse. 

Read more about seahorses at the aquarium.
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Sharks at the Aquarium 9781625442864 9781625442871
Sharks live under the water and breathe through their gills. They also 

have very sharp teeth. Read about sharks at the aquarium.

Snow Danny 9781933624396 9781625440402
It is snowing and Danny wants to go outside and play. What does 

Danny like to do in the snow?

Spring in the Woods 9781625441737 9781625442376
Danny and Bee walk through the spring woods and see signs of new 

life everywhere.

Spy Danny 9781933624037 9781625440297
Danny and Bee put on disguises to solve the mystery of the missing 

flowers.

Spy Danny Lap Book 9781625441898
Danny and Bee put on disguises to solve the mystery of the missing 

flowers.

Stink Bugs in Danny's House 9781625442505 9781625442567
Danny finds stink bugs all over his house and is ready for them to "Get 

out!"

Stripes at the Zoo 9781625442642 9781625442673
Many animals have stripes on their bodies. Read about animals at the 

zoo that have stripes.

Summer in the Woods 9781625441744 9781625442383
Danny and Bee seek shelter from the summer sun by exploring the 

cool, shady woods.

Super Danny 9781933624099 9781625440310
Danny collects some socks, goggles and a cape to create his costume 

of Super Danny.

Super Danny Board Book 9781933197906
Danny collects some socks, goggles and a cape to create his costume 

of Super Danny.

Swim Lesson, The 9781625442727 9781625442734
A young boy experiences the joy of accomplishment during his swim 

lesson.

Tigers at the Zoo 9781625441669 9781625442390
The tigers' orange, black and white pattern of fur help them blend into 

the forest. Read more about tigers at the zoo.

Tortoises at the Zoo 9781625442055 9781625442437
All tortoises are turtles, but not all turtles are tortoises. Read to learn 

more about tortoises at the zoo.

Trampoline, The 9781625442611 9781625442710
Fox uses a trampoline to bounce into the chicken yard. The chickens 

have to think fast to stop him.

Tummy Trouble for Danny 9781933624938 9781625440594
Apples are good for you and Danny loves to eat them. But, what 

happens when he eats crab apples?

Turtles Around the Pond 9781625441140 9781625441478
Follow a painted turtle from a sunny spot on a log to meeting a friend 

by the shore.

Week at Grandma Ruth’s, A 9781933624266 9781625440631
Danny loves to visit Grandma Ruth. Danny spends a week at Grandma 

Ruth's house and meets a new friend, Frank.

What Can Lola See? 9781625443106 9781625443113 Lola is looking all around her yard. What can she see?

Who’s in the Chicken Coop? 9781933624846 9781625440945
The chickens are resting in their coop when a new chicken arrives. 

Who is the fluffy new chicken in the chicken coop?

Winter in the Woods 9781625441768 9781625442406
Danny and Bee explore the woods during the quiet winter, when 

animals hibernate and plants rest.

Woods, The 9781625441263 9781625441430
A woods is an area of land, smaller than a forest, where many different 

animals live. Read more about the woods.

Yellow Coat, The 9781625441959 9781625442253
When a farmer leaves his yellow coat on the fence, the cows 

investigate it. What happens to the yellow coat?

Zoo, The 9781625441270 9781625441447
A zoo is a collection of wild animals for display, conservation, and 

study. Let's find out which animals live at the zoo.

* EARLIER EDITIONS OF THIS BOOK MAY HAVE A DIFFERENT ISBN.


